External Window Ironmongery
We use ‘Frank Allart’ Ironmongery as we believe they offer the highest possible standards to meet
the aspirations of each individual customer request. Unlike many other companies, Frank Allart
offer solid brass, long lasting, high performing products with a vast variety of designs. Over time,
the colour and texture variation will gradually wear and oxidize which gives more character and
elegance to these items in their own specific way.
Furniture:
Below you will see 4 of the most popular standard handles that we offer.
Your quotation currently includes all ironmongery to be finished in Satin Brass Unlacquered (SBU)
or Polished Brass Unlacquered (PBU) unless otherwise specified. Other finishes are available
however please note that they will incur additional costs and not all finishes will be suitable for
external use. Please see PDF for all other options.
Berkeley

Soho

Phoenix

Deco

The image to the right shows a duplex set. This is only used when your side hung
window is above 1500mm high.

If your Top hung window is over 1200mm wide, you will need 2no Peg stays.

0372 Non-locking/0373 Locking:
This comes as standard. Usually
used for Top Hung casements but
can be used for a side hung.
0378 Non-locking/0379 Locking:
This stay matches the Berkeley
Handle. This comes at an additional
cost.
9570 Non-locking/9571 Locking:
This stay matches the Deco
Handle. This comes at an
additional cost.

8017 Gas Tap Sliding Stay: Usually used
for a Sided Hung casement. Standard Item.

8018 Knurled Knob Sliding Stay: Usually
used for a Sided Hung casement. Standard
Item.
FS1030 Non-locking /FS1035 Locking
Double Arm Stay: For side hung casements
over 650mm wide. Available for the knurled
knob sliding stay too. Additional cost POA.

Fanlight Catch: Used on Bottom hung windows
and Pivot Windows. Standard Item.

Locking:
We use a hexagonal grub screw locks on all window handles and stays.
We also have a night latch on the handles which will enable the window to
be open slightly however this can still be secured with the lock mechanism.
Hinges:
There are two different types of hinges for the window. Please see below.

Standard Hinge: These are the standard hinge and therefore already included in the cost.
Projection Hinge: The projection hinge has acquired this name as they have the facility to
project further than the standard hinge. These come at an additional cost (POA).

Extras:
Trickle Vents: These are one of several
methods of increasing air-flow within a property.
Black or white only.

Additional £ 74.00 + VAT each

Restrictors: These are used to restrict the door
opening to a desired angle. These are

compulsory if your side hung window is 650mm
wide or over.
Additional £ 82.20 + VAT per leaf

Bead Options:
Aluminium stick on bead.
This does not come as standard. P.O.A

